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Abstract 

Virtual reality proponents often promise the technology will allow a more fully 

embodied sense of presence at a distance, or what researchers have called 

‗telepresence.‘ Departing from telepresence‘s original focus on providing 

access to dangerous environments, VR and robotics researchers in Japan now 

promote everyday service and factory work via telerobots as a solution to the 

country‘s rapidly shrinking workforce. Telepresence becomes a way to access 

the physical labor of the elderly, persons with disabilities, and foreign workers, 

while at the same time keeping them fixed in place at home or behind closed 

borders. This essay theorizes the perceptual segregation imposed by these 

immersive labor platforms as a form of telepresence enclosure: the mediated 

privatization of presence itself. If VR continues on its current trajectory, the 

telepresence enclosure is poised to enable technologically advanced countries 

to extract the physical labor of marginalized populations at home and abroad, 

while at the same time ensuring these workers remain excluded from a more 

fully embodied social mobility. 
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Introduction 

As virtual reality (VR) becomes a medium for remote work, it introduces 

unprecedented possibilities for the control and monitoring of a worker‘s perceptual 

environment. VR is gradually emerging as a viable platform for embodied telework 

and an increasingly plausible substitute for physical commutes. The technology is 

poised to become a platform for virtual labor and transit, even as it continues to be 

advertised primarily as a personal media device. This is clear if you listen to 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg speak about why Facebook decided to purchase 

the Oculus virtual reality startup for 3 billion US dollars in 2014. Explaining 

Facebook‘s interest in VR to technology journalist Kara Swisher, he notes: 

 

I think one of the biggest issues economically today is that opportunity 

isn‘t evenly distributed […] If you have a technology like VR where you 

can be present anywhere but live where you choose to, then I think that 

can be really profound […] Historically cities have grown to be bigger by 

building better physical infrastructure. There‘ll be some amount of that 

[…] but I have to believe that, we‘re here in 2018, it‘s much cheaper and 

easier to move bits around than it is atoms. It strikes me that something 

like VR or AR, or even video conferencing on the path to that, has to be 

a more likely part of the solution (Swisher, 2018). 

 

VR proponents and commentators have long pointed to a reduction in the need for 

physical travel as a key social benefit potentially offered by the technology. As 

Japanese internet researcher Aizu Izumi (1990: 43) speculated early on during the 

first era of VR hype, ‗The twentieth century allowed people to physically move freely, 

but the twenty-first century might come to be an era where people can have their will 

move freely while they are physically in one place.‘ American VR proponents like 

Jaron Lanier and Brenda Laurel similarly promised VR would help minimize 

pollution by having people work from home rather than commute (Chesher, 1994; 

Laurel, 1993). But VR demands physical enclosure in exchange for perceptual 

mobility. As Oliver Grau (2003: 346) notes in his early study of VR immersion, the 

flipside of virtual mobility is being locked in place by the medium itself: ‗the 

individual communicator, who wanders far and wide through the digital networks, 
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would then find him- or herself fixed inside a static vehicle, which is the means for 

physical bodies to change into optical ones‘ (emphasis in original). 

 

Facebook‘s grander vision for VR clearly includes not just enabling the company to 

market their own hardware (easing their current dependency on other companies‘ 

devices), but also to own the next platform through which users become ‗present‘ to 

one another socially. Zuckerberg sees VR not just as an evolution of the online social 

network, but as offering Facebook the chance to become the virtual landlord of 

digital transit, work, and recreational infrastructures that once would have centered 

around more direct forms of physical travel and movement. In other words, 

Zuckerberg is interested in VR not just as a new communications platform, but as a 

virtual substitute for basic physical infrastructure as well. While often downplayed in 

public-facing VR advertising, this ability to reshape the workforce stands to be the 

most socially significant aspect of virtual reality going forward. While the current 

push for networked employee tracking and surveillance has already transformed 

service and factory work today (Ajunwa et. al., 2017), VR telework goes even further, 

separating worker from workplace in order to monitor and regulate the physical and 

perceptual interface between them. Whoever controls the dominant VR platforms 

will have control over nothing less than when and how individuals move around and 

make themselves digitally ‗present‘ to the world — and the data they produce when 

doing so. 

 

As Zuckerberg‘s comments hint, interest in VR as a highly immersive perceptual 

interface for remote work has historically been driven by economic incentives, even 

as its advocates operate under the banner of personal freedom and choice. What this 

ultimately points to is what I call the telepresence enclosure: telework platforms that seek 

to capture and mediate the entirety of a worker‘s audiovisual perception while at the 

same time keeping the worker fixed in place and socially sequestered. VR transforms 

the ‗walled garden‘ corporate platforms of the twenty-first century internet into a 

wrap-around 3D space. As this essay explores, VR telework also stands to spatially 

enclose a worker‘s ‗presence‘ in other ways, seeking to ensure their social 

participation remains within the platform and under the supervision of management. 

Following Mark Andrejevic‘s (2007) approach to ―digital enclosure‖ in the context of 
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ubiquitous computing surveillance, my invocation of enclosure here is meant to 

distantly echo the British enclosure movement, where public farmlands were fenced 

off and put under private ownership. Extending this surveillance trajectory to a more 

invasive biopolitical register, telepresence enclosure privatizes the perceptual space 

immediately surrounding the worker‘s body, aiming for the privatization of presence 

itself. 

 

From Radioactivity to Rehabilitation: Telepresence Meets 

Telexistence 

Telepresence refers to the use of technology to make a person appear present 

somewhere other than they are physically, including the ability to interact with 

objects in this remote environment. Like the telegraph, telephone, and television 

before it, telepresence promises to extend human perception across inhuman 

distances. The field of telepresence overlaps with robotics, which provides the 

physical shells telepresence operators remotely embody. Unlike VR approaches that 

locate the space of interaction entirely within a computer, VR-controlled telerobots 

seek to enable more immersive forms of mediated embodiment within existing 

physical environments. 

 

While theorists in the US sometimes position telepresence and VR in opposition to 

one another (Goldberg, 2000: 5; Paulsen, 2017: 9), in Japan they are considered part 

of the same field. Telepresence research both predates and shapes the emergence of 

VR in Japan in the 1990s, making the country an important site for thinking through 

how VR came to be situated as a new platform for immersive telework. Today 

Japanese telepresence projects often focus on using telerobots to enable new forms 

of service and factory work, responding to the demographic challenges posed by the 

country‘s rapidly aging and shrinking population. A Spring 2019 survey of small and 

medium-sized Japanese companies by the Japan and Tokyo Chambers of Commerce 

and Industry found a full 66% faced labor shortages, with over half expecting the 

situation to continue to worsen going forward. The most severe shortages were in 

hotels and restaurants, followed by caregiving and nursing positions (‗Two in Three 

of Japan‘s Small and Medium-Size Companies‘, 2019). Responding to shortages like 
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these, VR telepresence in Japan promises access to new populations of workers who 

may not otherwise be able to travel to work on-site. 

 

While telepresence in Japan would come to focus on providing teleworkers to 

alleviate the labor shortage, this was far from the original context the technologies 

developed within. What would become known as telepresence research first began 

with projects funded by the US Military at the Argonne National Laboratories in 

Illinois in the late 1940s. The immediate need was to find ways human workers could 

safely but accurately manipulate radioactive materials, a new challenge born from the 

nuclear reactor research the same lab had performed as part of the Manhattan 

project. What at the time was called teleoperator research sought ways to open up a 

safe distance between a human operator and the radioactive materials they operated 

upon, while still allowing for the manipulative dexterity of direct physical contact. 

This resulted in a series of cable-based lever systems telerobotics historian Blake 

Hannaford describes as ‗essentially tongs that grew longer and longer‘ (2001: 254). 

 

The work of Raymond Goertz, an Argonne engineer working for the Atomic Energy 

Commission, was particularly influential. Goertz developed the concept of ‗degrees 

of freedom‘ (DoF) to describe how many axes of movement a gestural tracking 

interface could utilize — a measurement still commonly used to describe virtual 

reality systems today. Goertz also made the fateful decision to cut the cables running 

from the teleoperator‘s control booth to the remote operator arms, replacing this 

direct mechanical interface with a relay of electrical signals instead (see Parisi, 2018). 

By opening up this gap, teleoperation expanded from the more direct physical 

interfaces of mechanical engineering to become simultaneously a 

telecommunications medium as well. 

 

Once the cables were cut, the distance between operator and operated-upon was 

limited only by the speed of electric signal transmission. Human gesture could 

effectively take place in two locations at once: initiated in one site, but with its effects 

registered in another space entirely. Much like how the telephone introduced the 

potential for nearly real-time bi-directional speech across long distances, teleoperator 

research aimed to extend other physical capacities: allowing hand and arm 
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movements to be immediately transposed to a remote location, while at the same 

time allowing teleoperators to perceive and feel what was happening on the other 

end of the line. Goertz‘s innovations were followed by a wide range of manipulators 

with a gradual increase in dexterity, lightness, and strength, including an early three-

fingered hand from the Japanese Ministry of Communications‘ Electrotechnical 

Laboratory in the late seventies (Okada, 1979). 

 

Not long after, the word telepresence emerged as a concept for describing what was 

being transported here: physically embodied agency at a distance (the original Latin 

praesentia, appropriately, means ‗being at hand‘). Marvin Minsky, founder of the 

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at MIT, first introduced the term in a June 1980 

article in the popular science magazine OMNI. The article outlines a near-future 

scenario where light-weight jackets lined with sensors could be used to control a set 

of remote mechanical hands. ‗We could have a remote-controlled economy by the 

twenty-first century if we start planning now,‘ he speculates. 

 

Minsky‘s article extrapolates a vision of how telepresence could allow humans to 

work remotely in dangerous environments like nuclear reactors, under the ocean, and 

in outer space. He distinguishes telepresence from earlier teleoperator systems by 

emphasizing ‗the importance of high-quality sensory feedback,‘ where the 

instruments ‗will feel and work so much like our own hands that we won‘t notice any 

significant difference‘ (1980: 47). Teleoperator researchers from UCLA and the 

Naval Ocean Research Lab began using the term in their published reports by that 

fall (Corker et. al., 1980)

, and telepresence has since become the standard way to 

refer to teleoperator research in the US. 

 

The period immediately following Minsky‘s article is also when Japanese teleoperator 

research begin to develop into a field of its own, beyond the Electrotechnical 

Laboratory‘s three-fingered hand. While Japanese researchers drew directly on 

developments in the United States, differences in the two countries‘ approaches 

reflected the larger research environment of each nation. Military projects played a 

decisive role in the development of both teleoperator and virtual reality technologies 

in the US, from nuclear research to flight simulators, along with projects connected 
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to the NASA space program in the 1980s (Chesher, 1994; Grau, 2003: 172). 

Telepresence research in the US continues to be shaped by these military missions, 

with teleoperator-controlled drone strikes by the US military emerging as a particular 

focus of critical academic attention in recent years (Paulsen, 2017: 147-82; Parks and 

Kaplan, eds., 2017). 

 

Japanese research agendas, in contrast, have long had their horizons shaped by the 

war-renouncing framework set down in article nine of the postwar Japanese 

constitution, itself composed by the American occupying forces, which limited 

Japan‘s direct participation in military conflict. Adherence to this restriction has 

weakened in recent years, with the government gradually loosening guidelines on 

research with possible military applications. But in the eighties and nineties, this 

helped encourage telepresence engineers in Japan to focus on other rationales to 

guide and fund their research, such as using telepresence towards goals of physical 

and social rehabilitation. Much of the field in Japan can be traced back to Takemochi 

Ishii, a pioneering Japanese researcher in the field of human-computer interaction 

(HCI) in the 1960s (which at the time did not yet exist as a field in Japan). Ishii 

started his research career working in medicine, and only later shifted to computing. 

The most important Japanese telepresence researchers of the 1980s were in various 

ways Ishii‘s heirs: Michitaka Hirose and Hirō Iwata had been his direct students, 

while Susumu Tachi similarly began his career with a focus on rehabilitation 

technologies (Aramata, 1996: 124). 

 

Tachi‘s career in particular came to merge a rehabilitation focus with telepresence 

technologies. He first became interested in human augmentation via technology after 

hearing Norbert Weiner‘s Cybernetics read on Japanese radio and enrolling in the 

Mathematical Engineering program at Tokyo University in 1966 (Scoica, 2015: 61). 

His first project after receiving his PhD from the same institution was a robotic 

guide dog for the visually impaired, first proposed in 1975 and developed through 

the early 1980s. This led Tachi to a focus on human-machine systems for 

environmental navigation, including the need for ‗intelligent disobedience‘ on the 

part of the robot dog: the ability to disregard the master‘s commands when it 
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conflicted with what the dog‘s own environmental sensor technology was registering 

(Scoica, 2015: 62). 

 

With funding from the Japanese government, Tachi spent the 1979-1980 school year 

at MIT as a Senior Visiting Scientist, developing his guide dog project under the 

guidance of Robert W. Mann. Mann‘s career trajectory was nearly a mirror image of 

Ishii‘s. He started out as a rocket scientist focused on engineering new kinds of 

missiles, but changed directions in the mid-1960s to focus on using technology for 

augmenting human disabilities, leading him to develop the world‘s first biomedical 

prosthetics. Mann‘s lab was separate from the teleoperator research going on 

elsewhere in MIT‘s Electrical Engineering and Computer Science department at the 

time, including Minsky‘s telepresence work. 

 

As Tachi recounts it, it was only after he returned to Tokyo that he was inspired to 

put the two research fields together under the rubric of what he would call tele-

existence [tereigujisutansu], later contracted in English to the easier-to-pronounce 

telexistence around 1999. While Tachi appears to have been aware of Minsky‘s concept 

by the time of his first publications introducing tele-existence in 1982, he claims the 

two terms were coined independently of one another, and that he first conceived of 

‗tele-existence‘ while walking the halls of Tokyo University in the early autumn of 

1980, a few months after his return from Massachusetts (Tachi, 1982, 

‗Tereigujisutansu no kenkyū (dai 2-hō)‘; Tachi, 2002; Tachi, 2014: 35). While 

telepresence went on to become the standard term for subsequent teleoperator 

research in the US, under Tachi‘s influence telexistence became a familiar concept 

within the Japanese robotics community.  

 

According to Tachi the two words refer to essentially the same idea. But while 

telepresence has tended to focus on teleoperated robots in real-world locations, often 

positioned in contrast to VR‘s focus on computer-generated worlds, telexistence can 

target either real or virtual spaces (or some mixture of the two), essentially combining 

the two fields. Further, while many products sold as ‗telepresence‘ robots today focus 

primarily on the robot‘s role at the worksite, without much concern for the 

operator‘s perceptual immersion in the device, telexistence research has tended to 
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focus on providing an immersive perceptual interface for the teleworker. Rather 

confusingly, then, telepresence often prioritizes making it feel like the robot is ‗really 

there‘ for others on-site (what Tachi calls a ‗feeling of existence‘ [sonzaikan]), while 

telexistence is more interested in providing a highly mediated ‗feeling of presence‘ 

[rinjōkan] in how the robot operator perceives the space they are operating within 

(Tachi, 2015: 217). 

 

This early focus on creating a ‗feeling of presence‘ for the teleoperator led Tachi to 

incorporate the stereoscopic (3D) head-mounted display early on as a key part of his 

more perceptually immersive robot interface. At the time most telepresence research 

was focused on the hands, with only rudimentary attention to audiovisual perception. 

For example, Minsky‘s 1980 article describes a basic head-mounted display built by 

an engineer in Philadelphia consisting of a TV camera on top of a building that 

moved in tandem with a remote operator‘s helmet, with the video feed visible to the 

operator through an attached screen. In Tachi‘s first papers introducing tele-

existence, he argues for how a stereoscopic head-mounted display would be superior 

to the then-common ‗wave front‘ visual reconstruction techniques for telerobot 

operation, citing Ivan Sutherland‘s pioneering ‗Sword of Damocles‘ stereoscopic 

headset from the late 1960s (now often considered the origin of the VR head-

mounted display) but substituting a real-world remote camera feed for Sutherland‘s 

virtual wireframe shapes (Tachi, 1982, ‗Tereigujisutansu no kenkyū (dai 1-hō)‘; Tachi 

et. al., 1984). Tachi describes his early epiphany walking the halls of Tokyo University 

in the fall of 1980 as centering explicitly on the idea of using a stereoscopic display to 

perceptually enclose a human operator within a robot‘s perspective: 

 

I was suddenly reminded that all of human vision is just based on two 

images projected on our retinas, and we build the 3-D world by moving 

our heads and exploring the world. So if we replace that with a virtual 

image, what we experience is a kind of virtual world. Since we perceive 

the environment through sensors and reconstruct the world in our 

brains, if we gather that information from a robot and present it to the 

human, we can live through the experience of being embodied within the 

robot, existing in its specific environment (quoted in Scoica, 2015: 62). 
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Prior systems allowed teleoperators to see their own hands and arms while at the 

controls. Tachi‘s tele-existence design instead positioned the operator within a larger 

control capsule, individually enclosing the operator‘s head and directly interfacing 

with their hands and feet so as to more directly mediate their audio, visual, and tactile 

perception of a remote environment, more tightly synchronizing their perceptions 

with the robot‘s [FIG 1]. When the operator looked down, they saw the robot‘s arms 

in place of their own — what Mel Slater would later call the ‗body ownership 

illusion‘ (Slater et. al., 2008). Tachi‘s focus on producing a sense of presence through 

a head and body-mounted enclosure was virtual reality in all but name, and he 

adopted the term as another way to describe his research following Jaron Lanier‘s 

popularization of the phrase in both the US and Japan in the late 1980s.1  

 

 

Figure 1. Tachi’s proposed tele-existence control capsule in 1982. Detail from an 
illustration in Tachi and Komoriya, 1982: 56. 
http://files.tachilab.org/publications/review/tachi198212SICE.pdf 

 

Tachi‘s tele-existence control capsule became the central premise for an eight-year 

national project launched by the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and 

Industry (MITI) on ‗Advanced Robot Technology in Hazardous Environments,‘ 

running from 1983 to 1991. Tachi at this point was employed by the Japanese 

government as director of the Biorobotics Division at MITI‘s Mechanical 

Engineering Laboratory. His team presented their work as heralding the arrival of the 

‗Third Generation Robot,‘ moving on from the preprogrammed sequences of First 

Generation industrial robots and the limited two-dimensional sensor technologies of 

http://files.tachilab.org/publications/review/tachi198212SICE.pdf
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the Second Generation. Operator access to head-mounted audio, visual, and tactile 

interfaces was a key part of the new proposal. While the MITI project‘s charge was 

to create robots for use in dangerous environments like nuclear reactors, outer space, 

and under the ocean (echoing the American focus), Tachi‘s team proposed using 

tele-existence in a range of more everyday settings as well: cleaning, civil engineering 

projects, agriculture, policing, expeditions, leisure pursuits, test-piloting, and test-

driving (Tachi and Komoriya, 1982: 57). 

 

Subsequent projects shifted even further away from the initial teleoperator focus on 

environments inhospitable to humans. As researchers attempted to scale up their 

research to a larger social level, research goals focused more and more on offering 

solutions to the challenges posed by Japan‘s aging and shrinking population. This 

pattern is clearly visible by the time of the ‗Fourth Generation‘ national Japanese 

robotics initiative beginning in the late 1990s, which aimed squarely at creating a 

‗human-friendly and supportive robot.‘2 Tachi‘s role in this project was to design a 

means of teleoperator robot control, to be paired with and compliment more 

autonomous robot designs (Tachi, 2014: 46). 

 

Just how much the focus of telerobotics had shifted away from dangerous 

environments and towards more everyday settings is immediately clear from the very 

start of the project outline: 

 

Japan‘s population is aging rapidly and people are having fewer children. 

This means that efficient and human-friendly machinery that can support 

daily life and the activities of humans, such as attending to the elderly 

and the handicapped, is in great demand. Thus, this project aims to 

develop a safe and reliable human friendly robot system capable of 

carrying out complicated tasks and supporting humans within the sphere 

of human lives and activities. Through development of such a system, 

this project will contribute towards improvement in efficiency and safety 

in industry, making society and the living environment more convenient 

and comfortable, and towards the creation of new industries in the 

manufacturing and service sectors (quoted in Tachi, 2014: 44). 
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The project sets out with a focus on supporting daily life for seniors and people with 

disabilities, but quickly situates this humanitarian push within broader economic 

goals of increased efficiency and the creation of new manufacturing and service 

industries. This contextual drift towards broader economic concerns is key for 

understanding how telepresence research came to be shaped by the larger pressures 

of Japan‘s changing demographics.3 

 

It was not as if Japan had a lack of dangerous scenarios where telepresence robots 

might be of use. In fact, it was considered a major domestic failure when, faced with 

the need to check inside the damaged nuclear reactors at TEPCO‘s Fukushima 

Daiichi plant in 2011, Japanese teleoperator and robotics researchers were not ready 

with a home-grown technological solution, and borrowed American robots were sent 

in instead (Kawatsuma et. al., 2012; Robertson, 2011). By this time, however, 

Japanese telepresence research had drifted far from the field‘s initial focus on 

operating in environments humans could not otherwise access. 

 

By the end of the 1990s, Japanese teleworker robots were positioned less as disaster 

relief tools and more as a way to relieve the burden on care workers looking after the 

elderly or the sick. In practice, individuals in need of care due to age or illness came 

to constitute the ‗dangerous‘ environments telepresence robots would operate within. 

A further shift occurred as Japan moved into the second decade of the twenty-first 

century, buoyed in recent years by the reemergence of popular interest in VR. By this 

time the broader implications of Japan‘s labor shortage were becoming more 

apparent, going far beyond the fields of nursing and elderly care. A more general 

labor shortage emerged across a wide range of industries, particularly in service 

industries and in fields reliant on physical labor. This led to a further transformation 

in the way researchers imagined a future ‗telexistence society‘ would function. While 

the late nineties telexistence engineers imagined sending robots out to work on the 

elderly and infirm, these same populations would now be called upon to become 

teleworkers themselves. 

 

In some ways, this transposition returned telexistence research to Tachi‘s original 

focus on disability augmentation, in line with his robotic seeing-eye dog for the blind. 
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However, the focus was now no longer on enabling people with disabilities to safely 

walk the streets, but rehabilitating the economic productivity of these same individuals, 

recasting them as an underutilized workforce. Mitchell and Snyder‘s Biopolitics of 

Disability (2015: 11) captures the neoliberal logic behind this kind of transformation, 

noting the rise of ―inclusive techniques that have less to do with a more expansive 

tolerance toward formerly deviant citizens than the appropriation of disability as an 

opportunity for expansion at the consumption end of late capitalist marketplaces‖ – 

or in Japan‘s case, at the production end as well. The public-facing promise was still 

one of personal freedom, of giving increased agency and mobility to those who 

might otherwise not have access to it. But the deeper economic rationale was to 

provide a technological solution to the increasingly desperate search for human 

workers. The implicit premise was that telexistence would open up a narrow path for 

the otherwise immobilized to provide their services remotely, while leaving the more 

socially unwelcome parts of the worker behind. In effect, everyday Japanese society 

was now positioned as the ‗dangerous‘ environment in which these new teleoperators 

would perform their work. 

 

Three Visions of a Telepresent Workforce: Tachi, Hirose, 

Yoshifuji  

This premise is clear in three recent proposals for enabling new populations of robot 

teleworkers, which this section will describe in turn. Tachi is now attempting to 

transform his telexistence research into a commercial venture, building on his now 

several decades of work on what he calls the TELESAR (Telexistence Surrogate 

Anthropomorphic Robot). In 2017 the venture-backed startup Telexistence Inc. was 

spun out of Tachi‘s lab with the collaboration of Tokyo University and Keio 

University. The company‘s main objective is to turn Tachi‘s TELESAR into an off-

the-shelf technology, the Model H, based on a concept where users purchase one of 

their suitcase-based VR ‗cockpit‘ systems (with an HTC Vive headset and haptic 

gloves) and use it to access a fleet of remote robot bodies on call in various remote 

locations. 

 

A recent promotional video for the company imagines the Model H put to use as a 

kind of bonding exercise for what appears to be an affluent white father and his son. 
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They smile in wonder as they use the VR headsets to teleoperate Model H units in 

varied sites on and off the planet. The video shows the Model H in outer space 

(gesturing towards the older telepresence focus on inhospitable environments), but 

otherwise focuses on more mundane tourist activities like shopping for surfboards in 

Hawaii and viewing cherry blossoms in Kyoto [FIG 2]. The ‗beyond presence‘ slogan 

appearing at the end of the video even makes a subtle dig at Minsky‘s original term. 

However, while the advertisement presents the Model H system as an upscale leisure 

product, Tachi‘s website specifically highlights people with disabilities and the elderly 

as potential users.4 

 

 

Figure 2. Using VR headsets (above) to view cherry blossoms in Kyoto through 
Model H telerobots (below). Stills from the Telexistence, Inc. promotional video 
Telexistence Model H unveil, available at https://youtu.be/K00T67zqjpI. 

 

This latter population is also the focus of a recent trade paperback by Michitaka 

Hirose, who alongside Tachi was the other main figure in Japanese academic VR 

research in the 1990s, and until his recent retirement led the Virtual Reality 

Education Research Center at Tokyo University. The book carries the unwieldy title 

Guide to the Latest VR for Making We Who Will Get Old Anyway Active for 100 Years 

(Izure oite iku bokutachi o 100-nen katsuyaku saseru tame no sentan VR gaido, 2016). The 

main premise is that VR telepresence technologies will rejuvenate the Japanese 

workforce by allowing the elderly to continue working past retirement age, well into 

https://youtu.be/K00T67zqjpI
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their 90s and beyond. VR, Hirose promises, will allow the bedridden to continue to 

work by swapping their own compromised physicality for a more powerful robot 

body. 

 

Even if individual seniors may not be physically capable of holding down a full-time 

telework position, Hirose envisions a way to mix and match scraps of the elderly‘s 

remaining laboring potential in order to assemble what he calls ‗mosaic‘ labor 

solutions. He describes a system where different seniors could mix and match their 

skills, energy levels, and physical abilities in a flexible job-share telepresence platform 

he calls the ‗senior cloud‘ [kōreisha kuraudo]. Hirose imagines the platform could allow 

several teleworking seniors combining their skills to replace one able-bodied worker 

(2016: 171). By consolidating whatever working potential remains among the elderly, 

he promises the system could alleviate the labor crunch and relieve the burden on 

those remaining Japanese still within regular working age. 

 

Hirose‘s senior cloud remains speculative, and Telexistence Inc. has yet to announce 

when the Model H will go on sale. To find an example of a telerobot platform 

already in regular use, we will need to go slightly beyond VR and consider the robots 

of Kentarō Yoshifuji and his company, Ory Laboratory. Yoshifuji was born in 1987, 

making him over three decades younger than Tachi and Hirose (born in 1946 and 

1954, respectively). Yoshifuji‘s approach to telepresence is also technologically 

simpler than the systems coming out of the university VR labs, aimed at producing 

affordable consumer products in a far shorter timeframe. The company currently 

produces a relatively simple telepresence robot named OriHime. OriHime consists 

of a small upper torso with a head and wing-like arms that can each tilt and rotate, 

along with a camera, microphone, and speaker built into its body. While Yoshifuji 

has experimented with VR interfaces for eye-tracking, at this point his robots do not 

rely on a head-mounted display. Instead the teleoperator controls head and arm 

movement through an app interface on a phone or tablet, and communicates over 

live two-way audio and a one-way video feed from the robot‘s camera. Yoshifuji has 

also developed automated speech systems to make the platform accessible to those 

with a more advanced loss of muscular control. 
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The original OriHime model has no lower body and must be moved and positioned 

by an on-site human attendant. A larger wheeled version that can be remotely steered 

and pick up simple objects is also under production, called OriHime-D. The 

potential for this version to allow telework in service industry jobs was on display in 

a recent ‗experimental café‘ Ory Laboratories presented for several weeks in late 

2018 with the sponsorship of the Nippon Foundation and All Nippon Airlines. The 

space was modeled after the fictional android café in the anime web series Time of Eve 

(Ivu no jikan, Yasuhiro Yoshiura, 2008-10) which stipulated customers ‗do not 

distinguish between humans and robots.‘ Yoshifuji‘s café employed bedridden or 

hospitalized teleworkers with ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) to guide the robots 

remotely, with the goal of opening up a more permanent venue in time for the 2020 

Tokyo Olympics. 

 

In contrast with Tachi and Hirose‘s more speculative proposals, Yoshifuji has 

worked closely with the individuals his robots most directly set out to help. His many 

media appearances feature inspiring stories of people with isolating disabilities whose 

lives have been transformed by his work, and he has employed several individuals 

with severe disabilities as OriHime teleworkers in his own company. Yet Yoshifuji 

shifts to a similar economic rationale as soon as he moves from addressing specific 

disability challenges to speculating on the larger social implications of his teleworker 

platform. In interviews, he describes OriHime as a way to allow people with 

disabilities to serve as a new workforce for cafes and other service industries that are 

increasingly struggling to find, pay, and retain in-person workers (Lam, 2019). 

 

Throughout his publications and many media appearances Yoshifuji makes two main 

promises for teleworkers using his platform: that working through OriHime will 

restore freedom [jiyū] and eliminate loneliness [kodoku]. The Japanese language 

commonly refers to disability as a form of fujiyū, literally unfreedom. In this way 

Japanese already implicitly positions the normatively able body as, by definition, free. 

But Yoshifuji quickly expands the scope of who might be considered ‗unfree,‘ noting 

that able-bodied people can also lack freedom at times, and that using the ‗second 

body‘ of the OriHime could help them as well. He often references his childhood, 

when he did not attend school for three and a half years and became a hikikomori 
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(social recluse), and when he later began designing OriHime prototypes in college so 

he could remain at home but have the robot attend classes in his place. Similarly, 

Yoshifuji describes his company‘s mission not in terms of disability rights, but as 

about enabling the ‗erasure of human loneliness,‘ a promise that also serves as the 

title of his first book (Yoshifuji, 2017). The underlying individual promise here, if we 

tie it back to Goertz‘s work at the Argonne lab, is that telepresence robots can offer 

anyone new ‗degrees of freedom‘ by relieving them of the need to deal more directly 

with an inhospitable outside world. But what does it mean to situate the telepresence 

enclosure as a source of physical freedom and a cure for social ostracization? 

 

Spatial Segregation and the Privatization of Presence 

The freedom promised by Tachi, Hirose, and Yoshifuji‘s telepresence platforms 

comes with very specific limitations. Nothing in Tachi or Yoshifuji‘s commercial 

telerobots enables a direct face-to-face encounter between operators and those they 

are communicating with. Unlike almost all telepresence systems produced outside of 

Japan, Model H and OriHime do not include a screen showing the operator‘s face. 

Instead, the robots‘ appearance is determined by their own white plastic heads, arms, 

and bodies [FIG 3]. The designs are generally humanoid in shape but deliberately 

non-descript, diminutive, and vaguely alien in appearance. According to Yoshifuji, 

OriHime is also genderless, despite the implications of the hime (princess) suffix and 

the skirt-like lower body design of the larger version.5 Yoshifuji argues this abstracted 

appearance allows those who encounter the robots to more easily project emotions 

and personalities onto them as they see fit. In practice, the physical person of the 

worker is replaced with a cute, infantilized appearance designed according to the 

norms of Japanese character culture. At Yoshifuji‘s café, visibility of the 

teleoperator‘s human body was otherwise limited to a small profile photograph 

connected to the robot they were operating and a short biography posted on a café 

wall. When I later spoke with an OriHime temporarily installed at the Tsutaya 

bookstore in Daikanyama, Tokyo, the operator was given a name but no face at all. 

Yoshifuji‘s picture and bio, however, were prominently displayed next to a stack of 

his books. 
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Figure 3. Ory Laboratory’s larger-size OriHime-D robot (120cm tall). Still from a 
documentary on the experimental café (November-December 2018) from Greg 
Lam’s Life Where I’m From YouTube series. Available at 
https://youtu.be/7HB6xLe2f3U.  

 

The invisibility of the operator in these commercial systems is in stark contrast to 

Tachi‘s earlier telexistence projects of the 1980s and 90s, when he was adamant the 

visibility of the operator‘s face (even if just as a crude projection onto the robot‘s 

head) was crucial for enabling an ethical relationship between the teleoperator and 

the people they encountered via the robot. Describing this as a principle of ‗anti-

anonymity,‘ Tachi wrote, ‗it is unnecessary to discuss how dangerous it would be 

without a system which enables the visibility of the user‘ (2014: 18-23). Yet this is 

exactly the approach adopted by these later systems as they shift to focus on 

providing a socially acceptable feeling of the robot‘s ‗existence‘ (sonzaikan) for the 

customer on the other end. 

 

Yoshifuji claims he experimented with showing the operator‘s face on a monitor 

attached to the robot, but this increased the feeling of emotional distance for people 

interacting with the OriHime, rather than making it feel like the OriHime as a robot 

was there in the room with them.6 Revealingly, Yoshifuji‘s concern here is that the 

enclosure enables a positive experience not for the worker operating the device, but 

for those on the receiving end of the worker‘s services. In other words, the robot‘s 

appearance is part of the emotional labor performed by the platform, largely erasing 

all trace of disability from the scene. In his defense, Yoshifuji claims that many 

OriHime operators prefer to remain invisible, not wanting to show their faces or 

homes on camera. While the potential appeal of swapping out a socially marginalized 

body for a more anonymous and idealized appearance cannot be denied, in this 

https://youtu.be/7HB6xLe2f3U
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system it is ultimately Yoshifuji himself who decides how the teleworker will appear 

to the world, and who sets the limits on how the worker can become ‗present‘ within 

it.7 

 

This kind of power differential is present across these telerobot platform proposals. 

While they are promoted as a way to empower otherwise immobile teleworkers with 

greater social freedom, arguably it is the robots and their associated creators that are 

made socially present, much more than the workers themselves. This dynamic is 

echoed in the marketing materials and books produced by Yoshifuji and his 

company, which focus overwhelmingly on promoting his own brand, and only rarely 

include anything more than brief testimonials from the robots‘ everyday operators.8 

While Tachi and Yoshifuji have both worked on more fully-embodied mobility 

technologies in the past (like Tachi‘s robotic seeing-eye dog), telepresence robots do 

little in themselves to make public spaces more physically accessible or socially 

accommodating for disabled bodies. By promising social mobility even as they stand 

in the way of a more equitable society, these telerobot platforms exemplify what 

Ruha Benjamin (2019: 156) describes as ―pragmatic inclusion in place of political and 

social transformation.‖ If anything, these proposals suggest public spaces should be 

designed around supporting robot presence, rather than making spaces more 

welcoming to a wider range of humans. 

 

The platforms‘ erasure of visible disability is paired with a strong underlying message 

that work is the only path towards a meaningful social existence, what Aimi Hamraie 

(2017: 71) describes as an ―imperative for productivity‖ often cited as a rationale for 

bringing ―all‖ citizens into the economic fold, despite ongoing forms of spatial 

segregation targeting people with disabilities or from other marginalized groups. 9 

Yoshifuji frequently insists the best cure for loneliness is gainful employment, or 

what he describes as a shift from being someone who people are always doing things 

for [shite-kureru] to being someone who does things for others [shite-ageru]. As with 

Hirose‘s senior cloud proposal, work is positioned here as the primary way to prove 

your value to society, while being a burden on society by not working (even at age 

100) is presented as a lonely (and perhaps even selfish) social failing. 
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In the ultimate neoliberal twist, Tachi and Yoshifuji even go so far as to imagine 

telerobots one day enabling the bedridden to even take care of themselves. In this 

imagined telexistence society, the elderly and people with disabilities would not only 

be expected to contribute to society through telework employment — no matter 

their condition — but also to use the robots to provide for their own physical care. 

This would fold the telepresence circuit back on itself, positioning the socially 

excluded as both the teleoperator and the dangerous environment to be operated 

upon. It would also, both of them imply, relieve the rest of society from the need to 

attend to these individuals at all (Tachi, 2014: 22; interview with Yoshifuji in Lam, 

2019). 

 

 

Figure 4. Teleworkers in Tachi’s future telexistence society. Top left: stay-at-
home parent; bottom left: seniors and persons with disabilities; bottom right: 
overseas workers in Nigeria and Mexico. From Tachi, 2018, ‘Aratana 
hatarakikata’: 30. https://tachilab.org/jp/about/telexistence.html 

 

Tachi‘s current proposal for a future telexistence society echoes Hirose and 

Yoshifuji‘s call for enabling seniors and persons with disabilities to keep working, but 

he includes two other populations of would-be teleworkers as well [FIG 4]. The first 

consists of parents working from home while raising children. In Tachi‘s illustrations 

this stay-at-home parent is always pictured as female, and somehow manages to look 

after young children while enclosed within the VR headset. Second, Tachi proposes 

using his VR system to employ overseas workers at low cost through cross-border 

intercontinental telework. By doing so, he argues, Japanese factories and worksites 

could leverage time-zone differences to stay in operation twenty-four hours a day 

through interlocking work schedules. The illustration envisions three 8-9 hour shifts 

shared between workers in Nigeria, Japan, and Mexico. The cheaper wages in the 

foreign teleworkers‘ home countries would keep costs down, while still contributing 

directly to sustaining Japan‘s domestic productivity. 

https://tachilab.org/jp/about/telexistence.html
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Overseas VR telework promises a way Japanese employers can extract physical labor 

not only from the dwindling number of Japanese, but also from foreign nationals 

otherwise excluded from the workforce by national borders. This is a direct 

extension of earlier cross-border telework and outsourcing strategies of the nineteen-

eighties and nineties using phones and computers, extended now from that largely 

white-collar context to the blue-collar realms of manual labor and service industry 

jobs. The premise here is to teleport only the worker‘s laboring ‗presence‘ while 

leaving the rest of their physical identity — including their citizenship status and legal 

rights — for their home country to deal with. 

 

In a revealing aside during a keynote I heard him deliver at the Digital Content Expo 

in Chiba in November 2018, Tachi suggested cross-border VR telework as a way to 

allow Japan access to foreign labor while avoiding the ‗problems‘ [mondai] of direct 

immigration (Tachi, 2018, ‗Telexistence Today‘). This vague reference to immigrants 

as ‗problems‘ echoes a recurring theme Jennifer Robertson (2017: 19) has identified 

in Japanese robotics more generally: a preference for robotic solutions to the labor 

shortage as a less culturally threatening (and more politically palatable) alternative to 

dramatically increasing the number of foreign workers in Japan. While the ruling 

Liberal Democratic Party recently pushed a controversial immigration reform bill 

through the Japanese legislature — set to increase the number of lower and medium-

skilled work visas by 345,000 over the next five years — the changes still fall far 

short of fully addressing the labor shortfall. In the meantime, existing programs to 

provide foreign labor on a more short-term basis, such as the Technical Intern 

Training Program, have been notoriously vulnerable to employee abuse and 

exploitation (Lang, 2018). Tachi‘s proposed system would instead selectively transmit 

VR telepresence across the network, keeping foreign workers‘ physically out of sight 

and behind closed borders. 

 

Conclusion 

The power relationships inherent to the telepresence enclosure ensure teleworkers 

will remain highly dependent on whoever controls the telework platforms of the 

future. As Grau (2003: 290) writes, for telepresence the decisive questions are ‗who 

controls the channels, who distributes rights of access, and who exercises economic 
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and political authority over the networks.‘ The virtual mobility of the teleworker 

extends only as far as the labor market allows, and can be unilaterally revoked at any 

time. While robot telework promises new freedoms for those employed, and may 

indeed be life-changing for those with no other paths for social participation, in 

practice it is employers who are the most liberated by the arrangement. Embodied 

telework risks extending the social erasure of the elderly and people with disabilities, 

and the further effacement of the foreign workers keeping the service and 

manufacturing industries of countries like Japan afloat. 

 

Hirose, Tachi, and Yoshifuji each promote telerobotics as a more human alternative 

to full-scale automation, even as they play up their technology‘s advantages over on-

site human labor and increased immigration.10 Yet despite this premise of telerobots 

as a more human-centered alternative to artificial intelligence, in all likelihood 

teleoperators will mostly work in tandem with automation strategies targeting these 

same jobs. The most economically plausible scenario is a blend of the two 

approaches, relying on automated systems for most tasks while falling back on 

remote human operators for roles where a live human still has an advantage. This is 

already happening in existing online teleworker platforms, where piecemeal human 

labor often provides a kind of stopgap intelligence to make up for where full-scale 

automation still falls short. Data generated by the human operators can also be used 

to train later autonomous replacements, an explicit aim of telepresence robots like 

Toyota‘s T-HR3. Generating autonomous teleworker ‗clones‘ has been a key 

objective of teleworker systems going back to Tachi‘s original Third Generation 

robotics concept, which described how a human in the control capsule could switch 

between direct ‗telexistence mode‘ and a more supervisory role over a squadron of 

semi-autonomous robots, all the while building up their ‗knowledge base‘ [chishiki 

bēsu] for future projects (Tachi and Komoriya, 1982: 54). Tachi (2014: 31) speculates 

such behavioral recording could one day mean that ‗even after a person passed away, 

the person can exist for a long time in the form of his/her telexistence avatar robot,‘ 

potentially enabling the person‘s (now fully privatized) laboring presence to continue 

working even beyond the grave.11 

 

Elsewhere in the same book, Tachi envisions a future scenario where society has 

become so robotic that much of the outside world is dangerous for an unprotected 
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(normative) human body, leading people to mostly stay indoors. Future humans may 

still want to participate in activities outside the home that have been taken over by 

robots, but ‗in practice,‘ Tachi writes, ‗working in the same location as robots and 

machines is extremely dangerous.‘ In this scenario, robotic telepresence ‗provides a 

method by which a person‘s desire to be involved in activities performed by robots 

and machines may be satisfied in a manner that does not infringe upon safety and 

social considerations‘ (Tachi, 2014: 241). Telepresence‘s original goal of human 

operation in dangerous environments here comes full circle: as telepresence becomes 

the default, physical movement beyond the home becomes inhospitable to more and 

more human bodies, accessible only by means of the telepresence platform. The 

entire population becomes technologically housebound, reliant on the telepresence 

enclosure to be ‗present‘ anywhere at all. While Yoshifuji and Tachi promise to 

center the experience of the human operator, this is quickly revealed as but one step 

towards a broader posthuman future, built off the data of those who may have had 

little choice but to surrender their embodied labor to the platform. 

 

The infrastructure for an embodied teleoperator workforce is already emerging 

through the confluence of VR, robotics, and higher-bandwidth 5G networks. Again, 

these platforms may well open up welcome new opportunities at the individual level 

for those without other avenues for social participation. More ethnographic research 

with the operators themselves is certainly needed, along with a deeper engagement 

with perspectives from disability studies and aging studies than I have been able to 

provide here.12 From a broader population-level perspective, however, it seems clear 

one major effect of these platforms would be to further shift the burden of 

sustaining society onto those still not fully welcome within it, relieving socially 

dominant groups of the need to more fully incorporate or accommodate these 

populations. The telepresence enclosure forecloses ways these groups might 

otherwise contribute to the transformation and renewal of social space, what 

Mitchell and Snyder (2015: 6) describe as ‗the creative ways in which lives 

experienced within differential bodies transform the environments of which they are 

a part.‘ This kind of creatively transformed space might well involve VR and other 

telepresence technologies — this is not an argument for rejecting all forms of 
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mediated interaction. But a more livable and just platform for VR telework will need 

to be driven by principles other than labor extraction and enclosure. 

 

The biggest social risk of VR is how it opens up a perceptual gap right where bodies 

become present to the world, allowing outside parties to move in and establish 

control. Whether from Facebook or others, current visions for VR telework risk 

consolidating private control over media platforms not just governing online 

communication, but how people perceive the space around them, who is rendered as 

physically present, and in what form. VR telepresence is on track to develop into a 

more fully embodied version of what Safiya Umoja Noble (2018) calls technological 

redlining, or the way algorithms can intensify already existing spatial and social 

inequalities. The more VR becomes a practical substitute for in-person social 

presence, the more existing infrastructure for human movement may be neglected, 

accruing even more power to whoever controls the digital pathways presence is now 

made to travel. Before VR telepresence platforms become firmly established, it is 

incumbent upon all those involved to take a close look at whose interests are being 

served in the shift to remotely embodied work, and more carefully theorize what it 

means to be ‗present‘ within this space of technological enclosure. 
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Notes 

 
1 A major turning point was the Engineering Foundation Conference in Santa Barbara in 1990, which 

brought together telepresence and VR researchers from around the world (including Tachi and 
Hirose) and led to the founding of the journal Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual Environments at MIT in 
1992. Tachi describes the gathering as a ‗big bang‘ when (for him at least) the two fields came 
together around the quest for a life-sized 3D interface (Tachi, 2013: 4). 

2 For more on this context, see Sone, 2017; Robertson, 2017; Frumer, 2018. 
3 While beyond the scope of this essay, this can be understood as part of a broader trajectory in 

postwar Japan, first towards consumer technologies and then towards building the ‗information 
society‘ as central pillars of economic growth. See Partner, 2000; Morris-Suzuki, 1988. 

4 See https://tx-inc.com/ and https://tachilab.org/about/company.html  
5 On the gendering of Japanese robots, see Robertson, 2017 (chapter 4). 
6 Twitter thread from Yoshifuji (@origamicat), 3/2/19 11:52pm. https://twitter.com/
origamicat/status/1101857732456460288?s=20. 
7 This is not to say the OriHime operators have no public voice outside of the official platform. There 

is a small community across Twitter and various blogs of ‗OriHime pilots‘ [Orihime pairotto], as 
they often describe themselves, offering a glimpse of what it is like to work as an OriHime beyond 
Ory Laboratory‘s official marketing. 

8 See Yoshifuji, 2019 (published under the name Ory Yoshifuji); see also Yoshifuji‘s Twitter account 
@origamicat. 

9 Diane Wei Lewis (2018) identifies a similar discourse surrounding the exploitation of women‘s 
home-based labor in the Japanese animation industry. 
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10 See for example Tachi, 2014: 242. 
11 Sections of the last three paragraphs draw from Roquet, 2019. 
12 Disability studies scholar Mark Bookman (2019) offers a far more enthusiastic account of the Ory 

Laboratory café on his Accessible Japan blog. On telework and disability, see also Light, 2001; 
McNaughton et. al., 2014; on media theory and disability more generally, see Ellcessor and 
Kirkpatrick, eds., 2017. 
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